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Brown and Gold 
Vol. 73, No.1 
by Nick Jackson 
Editor 
On July I, with a one-
word change, Regis College 
officially completed probably 
the most important and far-
reaching change in its history 
as it became Regis University. 
According to Paul 
Brocker, the Director of Public 
Affairs, the response to the new 
cate that change at this time. 
One of the most sig-
nificant publicity tasks for the 
Public Affairs Office during the 
next year is going to be the 
further clarification of the poli-
cies relating to the use of the 
logoand,moreimportantly, the 
seal of Regis University. As 
the regulations are now writ-
ten, the logo may only be used 
intact (i.e. with the words Re-
UN VERS TV 
J~----------------------------~ Logo reflects much of Jesuit tradition 
~hield: 
Upper left hand comer: 
Date of Regis' founding in 
Las Vegas, New Mexico. 
ppper right hand comer: 
Symbol of the move to 
Colorado in 1844. Also 
reminder of St. John 
Francis Regis' work in 
France. 
name has been extremely posi-
tive. For instance, during the 
summer alumni weekend, the 
bookstore did a landslide busi-
ness, running out of a number 
of Regis University items be-
fore the end of the weekend. 
The most important 
publicity aspect of Regis Uni-
versity, that of outside educa-
tion, has gone very well for the 
most part, Brocker said. By 
July 1, the official day of the 
change, the outside entrance 
signs had been changed on all 
of the campuses. In addition, 
all stationery had been ex-
changed and the street sign 
greeting all drivers on Inter-
state 76 had been changed. 
The most pressing item 
of outside recognition still in 
need of change is the street sign 
on 50th A venue. During the 
summer, the Denver City Coun-
cil approved the request of the 
Regis Board of Trustees that 
West 50th Ave. between Fed-
eral and Lowell be renamed 
Regis Boulevard. However, the 
City of Denver has not been 
able to physically communi-
Lower left hand comer: 
The seven stripes in the 
family shield of Loyola. 
Lower right hand comer: 
The first three letters in 
Jesus' name. Within a 
sunburst, IHS has long 
been associated 
globally with Jesuits 
gis University and the shield 
together) in all applications. 
Furthermore, the logo must 
appear on all printed material 
of Regis University. 
The seal is to be used 
mainly for official documenta-
tion only, although it may be 
used in other instances such as 
certain items in the bookstore. 
While the transforma-
tion fum Regis College to Regis 
University has produced major 
changes on the outside as far as 
the public "look" of the institu-
tion, its administration has 
undergone a much slower and 
less dramatic transformation. 
"In the past year, there 
has probably been very little 
change in terms of the admini-
stration of the institution," Vice 
President of Administration Jim 
Schoemer commented. 
Schoemer explained 
that the most significant ad-
ministrative changes between 
a college and a university lie 
within the different schools 
which are produced. Whereas 
in a college there is basically 
Denver, Colorado 
one central structure, in a uni-
versity each of the different 
institutions assumes a greater 
sense of autonomy. 
In the case of Regis, 
dealing with this greater sepa-
Seal must be used 
sparingly 
"The Regis seal is 
not to be used in place of the 
Regis University logo. Only 
on limited publications can 
the logo and seal appear on 
the same page." 
Public Affairs "The Use of 
the Logo." 
ration of schools has been made 
more challenging ·by the fact 
that the separate institutions are 
so spread out. "We not only 
have four different colleges here, 
but we also have eleven sites," 
said Schoemer. "We have to 
have people at all segments 
operating on the same prin-
ciples." 
This increasing com-
plexity brings up some very 
significant issues concerning the 
character of Regis University. 
As the adminislnltion is enlarged 
and the communication becomes 
more difficult, there is a major 
risk that the personable "col-
lege feel" will be lost. "The 
bottom line is that, as you grow 
and become more complex, you 
are going to lose some of the 
collegefeelaswechange,"said 
Schoemer "The effort then has 
to be to lose as little of it as 
possible. In my one year here, 
I have been amazed at the con-
tinued interest and effort that 
people put into trying not to 
lose that feel." 
Avgust 29, 1991 
by Jennifer Ross 
Staff Reporter 
While students were 
away enjoying their summer 
vacations, Regis University was 
receiving national recognition 
by the Wall Street Journal. 
The article which appeared in 
the July 17th edition, made tbe 
front page of the Journal, much 
to the surprise of Regis 'Presi-
dent, Fr. David M. Clarke. 
" ... As far as I can re-
call or have heard, no other 
school has ever been in that 
position," said Fr. Clarke. "If 
that's not true, its simply very 
seldom that education is .ever 
the focus of that public cor-
ner." 
The response has been 
overwhelming. Both the pub-
lic relations and president's 
office have received.numer.ous 
phone calls and letter:s ef•con-
gratulations. 
"The reaction from 
alumni has been overwhelm-
ingly positive, " said Paul 
Brocker, Director of Public 
Affairs. "To be honest about it, 
we have not had a negative 
reaction to the story at all..." 
The article, which 
focused mainly on the profes-
sional studies program and its 
ties with the business commu-
nity, was the result of an idea 
suggested by Bob Hawk, a 
member of the Regis Board of 
Trustees. Hawk felt Regis had 
a lot of good things to offer that 
could combine to make a good 
story. The effort, which took 
14 months to complete, is part 
of an overall effort to promote 
Regis. 
" ... The effort was re-
ally a part we are making in 
general to look for opportuni-
ties around the country to place 
Regis in various publications. 
The Wall Street [Journal] was 
at the top of the list," said 
Brocker. 
Being spotlighted by 
such a paper was not an easy 
task. Because of the tough 
competition from other colleges 
and big universities for cover-
age, Regis has missed out on 
many opportunities. B:rocker 
explained that patience is the 
key. 
"We've missed a lot 
of opportunities nationally with 
others trying to sell stories on 
us .. .it's a long.process because 
the competition for that kind of 
story is gigantic, " explained 
Brocker. "There are thousands 
of requests of story ideas going 
to those people all of the time." 
Efforts to find stories 
that have national appeal have 
not stopped with the WaD Street 
Journal. Two.other mediums 
that are being focused on are 
The-Chronicle of Higher Edu-
cation and the cable channel 
C-Span. 
"For the last few years 
for instance, we've tried to get 
the Forum on Nuclear Age on 
C-Span," said Brocker. "We 
haven't accomplished that yet, 
but that doesn't mean we are 
quitting." 
Based upon the re-
sponse that Regis has received, 
the article has not only ele-
vated the school's image but 
also, according to Fr. Clarke, 
the article has "captured" the 
school as an exciting place to 
attend and work. For current 
students it will also have a 
positive effect. 
"The most lingering 
thing about that publicity will 
be the Regis name," said 
Brocker. "I think that anybody 
who is in any program at Regis 
University is going to benefit 
from that article and the credi-
bility that the Wall Street Jour-
nal brings to its stories." 
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On Top of Things: Director of Student Life Jim 
cCormick directs traffic at a past orientation. This 
, approximately 300 students participated in the 
various get-acquainted activities. File Photo. 
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Program Activity Coun~il 
August 29 
THURSDAY THRILLS 
-
A ... f Opens with... ~ 
~ GARY RICHRATH! -.,' r 
Former lead guitarist for REO Speedwagon! 
9p.m.--Ranger Station 
FREE!!! 
August 31 to Sept. 1 
OVERNIGHT RAFT TRIP!! 
Only $147.39!! 
Join the white water fun!! 
September4 
RANGER RALLY! 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
vs. Colo. Christian! 
7p.m.--Fieldhouse 
Look for P.A. C. give-aways! 
September4 
DAYS CLUB!! 
Catch up on your soaps! 
RANGER STATION 
SeptemberS 
THURSDAY THRILLS 
"RUDE CULTURE" 
9p.m.--Ranger Station 
Jam in the Pub! 
Big Brother/Big Sister program 
part of orientation's success 
by Nick Jackson 
Editor 
This past weekend, 
RegisCollegeofRegis Univer-
sity welcomed its first class of 
freshmen and transfers since 
publicly donning its new char-
acter as part of a university. 
Over 200 freshmen and 100 
transfer students took part in 
the activity-laden weekend. 
Over 80 returning stu-
dents were present throughout 
the weekend in conjunction with 
the S.A.I.N.T.S. program, a large 
gain from last year's 60 stu-
dents. During orientation, the 
S.A.I.N.T.S. (clothed in green 
shirts) were in charge of mov-
ing students in and helping out 
with the general operation of 
the weekend. 
Asked to explain the 
possible reasons why the 
S.A.I.N.T.S. program was so 
much larger this year, Todd 
LaSala (Director of College 
Relations) described the attrac-
tive new Big Brother/Big Sis-
ter program which increases 
relations between new fresh-
men and returning students. In 
this program, each of the 30 
S.A.I.N.T.S. involved was as-
signed six to nine people in one 
of the advisory groups formed 
between students and profes-
sors. On the Friday of orienta-
tion, the S.A.I.N.T.S. would 
meet with the advisor and their 
contingent of students. During 
the course of the weekend, the 
Big Brothers or Sisters were 
present at almost all of the ac-
tivities encouraging their 
counterparts to get involved. 
The Big Brothers/Sis-
ters' jobs were made very easy 
by the extensive schedule of 
activities which the Student Life 
Office offered. On Saturday, 
August 24, the annual Orienta-
tion Banquet was held in the 
ballroom of the El Jebel shrine 
in Denver. Approximately 550 
freshmen, faculty, S.A.I.N.T.S., 
and parents attended the din-
ner, which cost parents and 
guests $12 per person and fea-
tured the always exciting hypno-
tist Jim Wand as the main at-
traction. The attendance "was 
a lot more than we expected," 
LaSala said, "especially since 
the number of freshmen and 
transfers was down and the 
number of people at the ban-
quet was up." 
On <date,time) the 
movie "What About Bob" at-
tracted a large number of people, 
especially considering the pres-
ence of a number of off-cam-
pus parties, according to La-
Sala. Finally, the Mountain 
Day held on Sunday was branded 
a significant success. Approxi-
mately 200 people travelled up 
to Singing River Ranch south 
of Denver near Evergreen, where 
they participated in activities 
ranging from getting massages 
to rafting the nearby river. 
Overall, LaSala was 
very satisfied with how the 
weekend went and grateful for 
the help of Jim McCormick 
(Director of Student Life), the 
dedicated S.A.I .N.T.S. volun-
teers, and especially the energy 
andinterestshown by the fresh-
man students. 
Major goals outlined at Leadership retreat 
by Del Stark 
Assistant Editor 
During the weekend 
of August 17-19 100 students 
tive management, stress relief, 
fundraising, conflict manage-
ment, and communication. 
Aid Office. These areas of the 
university are not receptive to 
students and are often abrupt 
and im\)atient, ~d teueat \)al: -
ticipants. from Regis University con- Student concerns were 
verged to Evergreen, Colorado vocalized at the retreat ana were 
for the 1991 All Campus Lead- drafted as leadership goals. A This concern was re-
ershipretreatsponsoredby The primary goal set by the stu- lated to the Administration 
OfficeofCampusLifeandRegis dents is to create a more posi- Panel. PanelmemberswereFr. 
University Executive Board. tive environment in the Book- David Clarlre, President of Regis 
Activities held during store, the Business Office, the University; Fr. Jack Callahan, 
the weekend focused on crea- Mailroom, and the Financial Rector of the Regis Jesuit 
r-=N...;.;...;==;..;..::.===-=;::....------------. Community; Fr. Vince 
ew name meant tO more O'Flaherty, former Rector of 
the Regis Jesuit Community; 
adequately reflect aims Of Tom Reynolds, Vice President 
of Student Life; Bob Schmitz, 
.
Center for Service Learning VicePresidentofDevelopment; 
Jud Shaver, Dean of Campus 
by Linda LaChapelle 
Staff Reporter 
The Community Serv-
ice Office has changed its name 
to the Center for Service--Learn-
ing. Despite the name change, 
the goal and mission of the 
service has not changed: "to 
expose students to--and then 
ask them to reflect upon--di-
versity, community needs, and 
injustices [within the commu-
nity] ... " according to Melinda 
Higgs, Director of the Center 
for Service Learning. 
Higgs explains that the 
new name was changed because 
it's important to realize how 
students entering the commu-
nity will learn from it. Students 
reflect upon their experiences, 
thus, become more aware of 
issues and needs surrounding 
and affecting many people. The 
new program name emphasizes 
the goal of making "volunteer 
and classroom experiences 
learning experiences", said 
Higgs. 
Higgs stressed that 
although some courses integrate 
classroom and community learn-
ing with credit, anyone can 
participate. There are special 
projects sponsored by Regis, 
such as the Read-A-Thon, the 
Sandwich Line, and Into the 
Streets that provide wonderful 
opportunities for students to 
volunteer on a less consistent 
basis. 
Currently, the service 
center is in the process of plan-
ning a project for November. It 
will involv.e students from 
Metropolitan State College, 
University of Colorado at Den-
ver, Denver University, and 
Regis University. The project 
will furnish service for the 
community, as well as, setting 
up a "coalition for schools to do 
things together", said Higgs. 
Anyone interested in 
contributing free time toward 
any project contact the Center 
for Service Learning in Loyola 
Hall, room 26, x3550. 
Programs; and Fr. Jim Guyer, 
Director of Academic Advis-
ing. 
Fr. Clarke and Dean 
Shaver expressed great concern 
over this issue and vocalized 
that this problem would be 
corrected. Student Executive 
Board members expressed their 
point of view that the relation-
ship between the administra-
tion and the students should be 
cooperative, not confrontational. 
The Student Govem-
mentfoundthatithasthepower 
to confront offices and office 
facUlty that mismanage students. 
Students can file a grievance 
with theJudicialBoardbywrit-
ing a letter of complaint. Kelly 
McKinerney, Chief Justice of 
Judicial Board, can present 
complaints to administration 
officials and Fr. Clarke if nec-
essary. Todd LaSala, Director 
of College Relations, said, 
"Judicial Board is not only for 
disciplinary instances, but is for 
any general campus practice." 
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The Challenges Facing The Undergraduate University 
reshn1an enrollment 
own for 1991-1992 
Regis College of Re-
University will begin the 
1-1992 school year ·con-
h"nnt• .. •n a national trend of de-
treasirU! freshman enrollments. 
has enrolled 237 fresh-
students for the ensuing 
, thirty-nine fewer fresh-
than last year and sev-
fewer from 1989. 
transfer students are also 
txJpected to enroll. 
Karen Webber, an 
ll;)~••~>Ldlu to the president and 
Director of Admissions, 
t-J;,.u ... ~ that new student en-
• v•' .... '"'"l is relatively constant, 
that Regis is lax in recruit-
and retaining students. 
J'DtesJ>ite national trends Re-
needs to better focus on re-
and mobilizing the 
community to enhance 
and student life 
~xJ>erienc:es", said Webber. 
Poor budgeting is a 
~race1rn for the Admissions 
According to Webber, 
College budgeted for 100 
students than what is ex-
to attend during the 
1-1992 academic year. 
a.v.,•hn.•.- said. "This is a con-
.,,.,.v,tiu,. budget strategy to 
account and 
many other problems we en-
countered last year." A major 
obstacle hurdled by the Admis-
sions Office has been its ability 
to operate without a director 
since last December. The new 
Director of Admissions, Robert 
Blust, will be in place during 
the second or third week of 
classes. Webber spoke highly 
of Blust saying he has had long 
term experience at this position 
and has exceptional leadership 
skills. 
For the 1991-1992 
academic year, Regis will re-
ceive $44,796 more than last 
year in Colorndo Student Grants; 
$89,300 more in Colorado Wmk 
Studys; $11,714more in Colo-
rado Scholarships; $178,947 
more in Perkins Loans; and 
$9,975 more in Supplemental 
Opportunity Grants. 
The College would like 
to enroll 300 freshman and 
maintain a student population 
of 1100-1200 students per year. 
"Keeping student teacher ra-
tios low is a major recruiting 
tool and helps pull newly grndu-
ated high school students to 
Regis", said Webber. With 
conservative budgeting and 
efforts to mobilize the college 
community Webber perceives 
that freshman enrollment will 
Tuition increase 
requires Regis to 
emphasize unique 
advantages 
by Jennifer Ross 
Staff Reporter 
It comes to no sur-
prise for returning students that 
they' ve had to adjust their 
budgets once again to include 
a new tuition increase for this 
fall semester. 
The cause of the rise 
in tuition, which has increased 
9 1/2 per cent from $4720 to 
$5170persemester, can be at-
tributed to three main things, 
according to Dr. Jim Schoemer, 
Vice-President for Administra-
tion: the number of students 
that enroll, inflation, and the 
faculty salary increase. As 
Schoemer explained, Regis is 
not the only one with a tuition 
increase. 
" ... Our increases very 
much parallel what is happen-
ing in the private sector across 
the country," said Schoemer. 
" Almost all of the private,in-
stitutions traditionally have 
raised their tuition in the neigh-
borhood of 9 and 10 per cent. 
So:rne even :more." 
berof 
As a result, the nom-
students have 
dropped in private schools. 
More students have opted for 
cheaper costs at state funded 
schools. 
" .. .It is certain! y a 
significant part of the deci-
sion in terms of new students," 
explained Schoemer. "The 
state of Colorado covers 75% 
of the cost of educating the 
student and the student pays 
25%. At Regis, the student 
pays 100%." 
In order to attract stu-
dents, Regis places its em-
phasis on the quality of its 
Jesuit education. 
" .. .Regis brings many 
things to the table in terms of 
what students gain from being 
at Regis that are important, 
"said Schoemer. " Every stu-
dent just has to analyze, number 
one if he or she can afford to 
come to Regis, and number 
two, whether the cost benefits 
are such that [he or she] would 
like to enroll here. That' s an 
individual decision that every 
student and his or her parents 
need to make:· 
RICE programs inspire young scientists 
by Del Stark 
Assistant Editor 
According to a study 
commissioned by White House 
Officials the United States is 
headed "toward virtual scien-
tific and technological illiter-
acy, and if the current trend .. .is 
not reversed, many important 
national decisions will be based 
on ignorance and misunder-
standings." Studies show that 
students are often turned off to 
science at an early age and fmd 
that science is the key to suc-
cess in many careers. 
Dr. James Giulianelli 
of Regis University's Chemis-
try Department says, "Science 
is for everybody." This past 
summer Dr. Giulianelli directed 
three one-week long Regis 
Industrial Chemical Education 
(RICE) camps for teachers and 
middle school students. The 
RICE camps had the underly-
ing intention to expose youths 
and teachers to the excitement 
and fun of chemistry. 
The chemical camps 
consisted of two programs; RICE 
I, for students in grades 4-6, 
and RICE II for students in 
grades 5-9 (many of whom that 
had completed or graduated from 
RICE I in 1990). From June 
24-28 and July 8-12 RICE I 
students explored the nature of 
the elements and various com-
pounds, acids and bases, corro-
sion and analysis, metals and 
alloys, polymers, and labora-
tory safety. Dr Geri Imel, a 
middle school education spe-
cialists from the University of 
Colorado, assisted with the 
direction of RICE I. 
During the week of 
June 17-21 RICE II students 
learned how molecules com-
bine in defmite proportions, 
studied speeds of reactions, 
kinetics, electrical conductiv-
ity, electroplating, and chro-
matography by preforming 
activities that promote critical 
thinking and problem-solving 
skills. Dr. Charles Land and 
Jim Woodland from Nebraska 
contributed many activities to 
the program as Dr. Lang gave 
demonstrations he had devel-
oped while working with Don 
Hubert on the Mr. Wizard T.V. 
series. 
Dr. Giulianelli writes 
in a proposal, "The goals of all 
the RICE programs, and the 
projected RISE program are to 
promote a greater understand-
ing of scientific concepts, greater 
comfort in teaching those con-
cepts and a greater commit-
ment to science teaching among 
the nation's science teachers." 
1990markedtheinau-
gural year for RICE I and it 
found such a success that RICE 
II was designed to accommo-
date the interest in students 
wishing to continue working in 
a science related setting. "Per-
haps the most unique aspect of 
the programs is how well teach-
ers and students learn and share 
in the excitement of science 
right alongside each other", said 
Dr. Giulianelli. 
Most of the experi-
ments developed for RICE I 
were adopted from high school 
level materials and activities 
from the University ofWiscon-
sin's Institute for Chemical 
Education Camp. Most of these 
materials were rewritten at Regis 
University to promote a quality 
and challenging experience for 
younger students. Many Regis 
students worked through the 
summer to plan and prepare 
these materials. 
Funding for RICE I 
and RICE II was made possible 
from contributions from Mar-
tin Marietta Corporation, EG&G 
Rocky Flats, The Colorndo Sec-
tion of the American Chemical 
Society, Denver Public Schools, 
Adams School District Num-
ber 12, and Federal Heights 
Elementary School. 
Proposed plans for Dr. 
Giulianelli and the Chemistry 
Department include the devel-
opment of RICE III for high 
school students, RICE work-
shops for early childhood and 
primary teachers, and the con-
ception of RISE (Regis Insti-
tute for Science Education). 
''RISE would include year round 
programming that seeks to 
enhance the quality of science 
education in the Western United 
States by linking science teach-
ers, school administrators and 
faculty from Regis University", 
said Giulianelli. 
Regis Square 
Laundromat 
5115 Federal Blvd. 
Attendant on Duty 
Save 10% with student J.D. 
455-9838 
· Professional Drop-OfT Laundry Service 
Shirts/Blouses/Slacks/ Jeans Laundered & Ironed 
Large Capacity Washers for Sleeping Bags & Bedding 
Tize One Stop Store for All Your Laundering Needs 
Sparkling Bright and Clean 
Snacks--- Books --- Toys ---- Collectibles 
Open 7 Days Monday -- Friday 8:30 a.m. 
9:00 p.m. Weekends at 7:30 a.m. 
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People 
Junior Hung Pham 
receives Barry M. 
Goldwater scholarship 
This past May, it was 
announced tbat, under tbe guid-
ance of Chemistry Professor 
Surendra Mabapatro, Junior 
Hung Pbam bas been named a 
1991 Barry M. Goldwater 
Scholar by the Bany M. Goldwa-
ter Scholarship and Excellence 
in Education Foundation. 
The scholarship will 
provide Pham witb $7,000 per 
year for tbe next two years of 
study at Regis University. 
Pbam is described by 
Dr. Surendra Mabapatro, his 
research advisor, as an "out-
standing student. I am very 
fortunate to have him in chem-
istry and providing leadership 
for tbe department...The stu-
dents are looking at what's 
happening in the department 
and have been very active dur-
ing tbe summer." . 
One of tbe reqUire-
ments of the scholarship appli-
cation is tbe submission of a 
600 word paper on a current or 
proposed reseaoch project. ~ 
entered the results of an expen-
ment in which be studied the 
relationship between phenylhy-
drazine, a chemical found in 
some drugs and dyes, and 
hemolytic anemia. Hemolytic 
anemia is a condition in which 
tbe oxygen carrying capabili-
ties of tbe blood supply are 
impaired, often resulting in 
deatb. 
Pbam bas already pre-
sented tbe results of some of his 
research at two conferences. 
These include tbe Hftb National 
Conference on Undergraduate 
Research and tbe Undergradu-
ateResearcb Symposium spon-
sored by tbe American Chemi-
cal Society and the Air Force 
and held at the U.S. Air Force 
Academy. 
This past summer, 
Pbam worked under Mabapa-
tro doing research made pos-
sible by a grant from the Petro-
leum Research Fund. 
Mass of the Holy Spirit 
celebrates global culture 
If you have ever been tbe only English-speaking person 
in a non-English speaking environment you may know some of 
tbe frustration that new Americans and foreign-born visitors may 
feel in relating to a new land. Imagine having locked witbin you, 
ideas, feelings and needs with only a few or no compatriots with 
whom you can share. 
In such a situation, one begins to understand the gift and 
power of language. In such a situation, tbe spoken word is taken 
less for granted. In such a situation, one tbrills to hear a familiar 
tongue rising up out of a sea of speech that is not one's own. 
As Regis University grows in its international character, 
Campus Ministry celebrates tbe traditional Mass of tbe Holy 
Spirit witb an awareness of many languages and modes of com-
munication in tbe human family. In a liturgy which observes and. 
calls forth tbe work of God's Spirit in our tiny comer of tbe world, 
tbe Regis community gathers to hear tbe Scriptural accounts of 
tbe Tower of Babel, which tells the story of tbe human family's 
pride and fall into disunity. From the Acts of the Apostles comes 
tbe account of tbe Pentecost experience of tbe early church, pro-
claiming God' s ability to cut through tbe chaos of many lan-
guages of the w. ~le known world to communicate the Good 
News of Salvation. From tbe Gospel according to John, we hear 
tbe moving prayer of Jesus for tbe unity of all people. These 
powerful readings will be elaborated upon by Fr. Jim Richard, SJ, 
whose insights into national and world economic systems have 
proved challenging in many forums including tbat of the pulpit. 
Weatber permitting (it snowed last year for this event) 
tbe celebration will convene on the Boettcher Commons beneatb 
the stand of tbe oldest trees on campus. Fr. David Clarke, 
university president, will preside. 
Music from the celebration draws on international sources 
and includes original compositions and arrangements by Campus 
Ministry musicians, Ken Phillips and Christopher Pramuk, new 
intern on staff. The celebration continues after tbe Mass witb a 
picnic served by Marriott. Meal Plan participants will be asked to 
provide tbeir ID's. Student Life Office and Marriott will host 
non-meal-plan visitors at tbis festive event. 
Fr. Callahan appointed new 
rector of Regis College Jesuits 
Toward the end of the 
1990-1991 school year, the 
Regis College Jesuit commu-
nity announced that Fr. Jack 
Callahan would take over the 
duties of rector of the commu-
nity, a position held for seven 
years by Fr. Vince O'Flaberty. 
F~~aban'sjoumey 
toward the rector position took 
a large step forward in Novem-
ber oflast year as Bob Costello, 
the provincial (leader) of the 
Missouri province of the Jesu-
its, visited Regis and left them 
with much to tbink about con-
cerning a replacement for out-
going rector O'Flaberty. Be-
fore he left, he addressed the 15 
Jesuits that make up the dele-
gation and said, "the new rec-
tor is sitting in this room. I 
want you to tell me who it is." 
This annOtJOCement caused quite 
a stir among those gathered since 
new rectors are normally cho-
sen from outside the commu-
nity. 
Mtermullingoverthe 
decision among themselves, tbe 
Jesuits of Regis College came 
up with two names which they 
sent to Fr. Costello for final 
approval by the Jesuit leader-
ship in Rome. Since Fr. Cal-
laban's name was one of the 
two chosen, be knew then that 
he had a fifty-fifty chance of 
· the new leader and emphaticallypresstheideathat becommg J . f tb R . 
d · f the community On the esUlts o e eg1s com-a vtsoro · . 
St Patrick's Day, the announce- mumty need to be the people 
ment was made that be bad that others can _come to for a 
been chosen by Rome. He beW:C_undetstanding of the Jesuit 
assumed his duties on May 12. tradttlon. 
"I never thought I'd "Instead of putting 
be a Jesuit rector,"said Cal1aban acro~s the plea to . be ~e us 
·th characteristic humility. Jesmts, tbe Ignation v1sion 
wt Fr. Callahan feels that should be the animating force 
there are two basic areas to the behind Regis," Callahan ex-
·obofr~ctor. Theseincludethe plained. "In other words, the 
!piritual work with the com- ~e~is traditi~n is not ju~t a tra-
nity and the administrative diuon exclustve of Jesmts but a =~- Callahan feels more suited general outlook on lif: to be 
shaped by all who beheve in 
"I want to teach the 
community to be 
unified.'' 
Fr. Jack Callahan 
with the administrative work 
because of his experience in 
that area. He also has a high 
level of concern about the per-
sonal characteristics of the Jes-
uit community as a whole. 
"I want to teach the 
community to be unified," 
Callahan explained. "This is no 
small task since the individual 
Jesuits are spread so far apart 
and are involved in so many 
different ministries. In addi-
tion to those who serve the main 
Denvercampus, dlerearesome 
who are professors at a number 
of the other satellite campuses 
which are a part of the Regis 
family." 
Callahan feels that 
there are two ways to accom-
plish his goal for unity. First, he 
will encourage Jesuits to do 
their best in their particular job, 
be it psychology professor or 
administrator. Secondly, he will 
it." 
In addition to his posi-
tion as rector, Callahan will 
continue his job as the Assis-
tant to the President, a position 
he has held for the past two 
years. Before becoming Assis-
tant to the President, Callahan 
managed a successful $25 mil-
lion Century II development 
program at Creighton Univer-
sity and worked with Regis' 
Commitment to the Future 
program. His responsibilities 
include promoting the Jesuit 
heritage on campus, acting as a 
liaison to the Bethlehem Lead-
ership Center and the Board of 
Trustee Standing Committee on 
PbysicalFacilities, teaching an 
occasional political philosophy 
class, and advising the Regis 
contingent of dle Alpha Siguu 
Nu National Jesuit Honor Soci-
ety. 
"I find it very difficult 
sometimes to separate the Regis 
University role from the Jesuit 
role in terms of goals," Cal-
laban explained. "The reason 
for this uncertainty lies in the 
manner in which the ainls of 
Regis and the Jesuits are in· 
separable." 
Food, folks, and fun characterize 1991 
CKI Convention in Baltimore, Maryland 
by Liz Harding 
Staff Reporter 
This August, four 
Regis students travelled to 
Baltimore, Maryland, to attend 
tbe 36tb annual Circle KInter-
national (CKI) convention. 
Senior Nick Jackson and Jun-
iors Corey Flanagan, Liz Har-
ding, and Stephanie Roller 
joined approximately 1,000 
students from CKI clubs in tbe 
U.S., Canada, Mexico, and the 
Caribbean in Baltimore to par-
ticipate in workshops, listen to 
speakers, and have a lot of fun . 
CKI is the largest inter-
collegiate service organization 
in tbe world. It consists of 
almost 10,000 members in clubs 
across tbe U.S. and in six otber 
countries. The Regis club is 
part of tbe Rocky Mountain 
District (RMD), which is made 
up of clubs at schools in Colo-
rado, Wyoming and the Ne-
braska panhandle. This year, 
17 RMD members went to the 
convention, which enabled tbe 
Rocky Mountain District to win 
first place for People Miles in 
the Silver Division (districts witb 
11-20 clubs). The winner of 
tbe People Miles award is de-
cided by multiplying tbe num-
ber of miles travelled by tbe 
number of members attending. 
At tbe opening session 
the CKI Theme and Emphasis 
for 1991-1993 was unveiled. 
The theme was "Impact of the 
Individual," and focused on the 
fact that one individual can make 
a difference. 
The most important 
part of the convention involved 
voting on the amendments to 
tbe Circle K International 
Constitution and electing the 
1991-1992 International board. 
Jackson, the inmtediate-past 
RMD governor, ran for the office 
oflntemational trustee, but was 
not elected. 
At the Awarding Ex-
cellence session, it was also 
announced that Roller had re· 
ceived the Kiwanis matching 
scholarship for the Rocky 
Mountain District. This schol· 
arship is funded by the Kiwan~s 
International Foundation and ts 
matched by tbe RMD Kiwanis 
Foundation. 
Circle K International 
is a sponsored youth affiliate of 
Kiwanis International. The 
Regis club is sponsored by the 
Kiwanis club of Capital City. 
This year the Capital Ci~y 
Kiwanis Club gave each Regts 
member who attended the con-
vention $100 to help out with 
costs. 
----· 
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Fulfill all your communications 
reqt1irements with one course. 
A1&r STUDENT 
SAVER PLUS If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, theres one prerequisite. Join AT&T Student 
Saver Plus. You'll be able to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money. 0 Our Reach Out® 
America Calling Planst could save you money, no matter where and when you call. Call Managert will 
save you time by separating your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for free. And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call from 
''{ 
·;; 
almost anywhere to anywhere. 0 And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long distance service. 0 Plus, if you register for 
any of our services-or if)Uu're already an AT&T customer-)UU'll • get a free hourS worth of AT&T long dlstance callins • As well as disooun~ 
on all kinds of things, all year round. 0 So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework. 
Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Call1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810. 
tThis service may not be available in residence hal~ o~t ~~=~calling, based on prices effective 
•Good for one hour of dlrect-<l$8•aJed25·A~&TstLtoon coag o~ia:fce Certificate per student. Offer valid through June 30. 1992. 2/16/91. Offer hm1ted to one . " 
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The Brown and Gold: 1919-1991 
by Kate Skarbek 
Editor's note: This 
year marks the 73 anniversary 
that the Brown and Gold has 
been published by the students 
of the college to serve the 
members of the college com-
munity. In honor of this event, 
this year's staff felt it appropri-
ate to acknowledge the history 
of the newspaper. Especially 
in light of the fact that this may 
be the last edition of the Brown 
and Gold (but not the last oft he 
student newspaper). 
Continuity. 
The Brown and Gold 
certainly has continuity behind 
it. 
Tradition, too. 
For 72 years, the 
Brown and Gold has serviced 
the college, even before it was 
Regis. 
In 1919, the first edi-
tion of the Brown and Gold 
was published at the College of 
the Sacred Heart (then the name 
of Regis) . While few copies 
remain of the first year, the 
staff box on the second page of 
June 5, 1920 heralded the paper 
as being "A Monthly Newspa-
per of Student Activities Pub-
lished by the Students of the 
College of the Sacred Heart." 
Subscription rates for the six-
page paper were 75-cents per 
year or 10-cents per copy. 
The May 5, 1920 edi-
tion contained such stories as 
"Ball Tossers" in which inning 
stats were given for each player, 
a Decoration Day article, a 
debate about the public owner-
ship of railroads, a serial en-
titled "Ecphyadectomy and 
Mythereusis," poems, an alumni 
update column, and "S.H.C. and 
the Storm" which · reported a 
blizzard that struck the area, 
stranding students who were 
trying to get home for the week-
end. It also contained "High 
Items," a more or less poetical 
equivalent of the current "On 
Campus Lately" column. 
In short. the paper was 
a combination of news, an 
alumni magazine, an annual, 
and a literary magazine, much 
in the same tradition as The 
Highlander. 
TilE HIGHLANDER 
However, it was not 
the ftrst such attempt by the 
students of Sacred Heart Col-
lege to publish their own paper. 
The precursor to the B&G was 
The Highlander, published 
monthly from Dec. 1888 until 
the spring of 1893 with a circu-
lation of 600 copies, almost all 
distributed throughout Colorado 
and New Mexico. Named after 
region of Denver that was then 
popularly known as the High-
lands on which Regis sits, the 
prospectus of the very frrst is-
sue read: 
"'The Highlander does 
not come 'to fill a long-felt 
want!' In fact, we are not quite 
sure that we are wanted at all. 
We only want to be wanted. 
What we want most is your 
patronage. If you supply this 
we will do everything in our 
power to make the paper as 
interesting as the narrow bounda-
ries of college life will allow .. 
The reason the 16-pagepaper 
did not last more than five years 
is unclear. It could be that they 
were not, in fact, wanted, or it 
could be that publishing it be-
came too expensive an enter-
prise to continue. 
THE SCHOOL COLORS 
At any rate, during its 
last year of publication, The 
Highlander recorded the choos-
ing of the school colors which 
would, 27 years later, become 
the name of the next student 
publication. The June 1892 
edition of The Highlander 
issued "A Card of Thanks" to 
Mrs. J.D. O'Bryan: 
"Considering the lim-
ited number of colors from which 
she had to choose, the selection 
of old-gold and brown is most 
satisfactory." 
Brown and gold re-
mained the colors of the Col-
lege of the Sacred Heart until it 
became Regis College on July 
1, 1921. Two years before th.e 
college changed names, the 
colors were adopted as the name 
of the new student paper. For 
70 years, Regis retained brown 
and gold as the school's colors. 
However, on Wed. April 10, 
1991 the undergraduate students 
of Regis College voted to change 
the school colors to navy blue 
and gold when the college 
became Regis University on July 
1, 1991. 
TilE CURRENT DILEMMA 
The change of the 
student colors poses a problem 
for the newspaper -- should it 
change its name? While it is 
true that the paper has held its · 
name longer than the college 
has, it is also true that since the 
school colors have changed, 
perhaps the paper should, too. 
To decide this, an election will 
be held tentatively on next Tues. 
Sept. 5 for the student body to 
cast its votes to finally decide 
the name of the paper. 
line as faras the name is con-
cerned is that it has meaning," 
said Nick Jackson,the current 
editor of the paper. "The name 
of a newspaper is probably the 
most important indication of 
its contents, so this decision 
should not be taken lightly." 
IDSTORY OF CHANGING 
WITH THE TIMES 
If the student body does 
vote to change the name of the 
Brown and Gold, it certainly 
will not be the last, nor the most 
significant, of all the changes 
that the student newspaper has 
weathered throughout its his-
tory. It should be remembered 
that while it is true that the 
Brown and Gold is an institu-
tion with both continuity and 
tradition, that is not to suggest 
that the paper has not under-
gone radical changes when the 
allowing it to grow with the 
school. 
That same year, the 
students worked at successfully 
publishing The Ranger, ~ 
annual, that was given maxi-
mum advertising space in the 
Brown and Gold in an effort to 
support the new student publi-
cation. 
Beginning of Mock Paper 
withinB&G 
Although today's 
Brown and Gold office does 
not have copies from 1923, a 
1938 article chronicles that the 
feature "Frown and Scold" origi-
nally appeared in that same year. 
It was intended as a comical 
spoof of a newspaper. It is the 
original predecessorofboth the 
former Ranger Day editions and 
the current annual April Fool's 
editions of the Brown and Gold. 
1920 
October of 1940 saw 
the Brown and Gold expand to 
eight pages. A cultural page 
was added and the sports sec-
tion was expanded to two full 
pages. Also, "The Grapevine," 
the equivalent of the current 
"On Campus Lately" column, 
was created. Public forum dis-
cussions were encouraged and, 
for the ftrst time in over a dec-
ade, student editorials returned. 
The Jan. 27, 1943 is-
sue informed the Regis com-
munity that the Brown and Gold 
Record, a pictorial supplement 
to the B&G would not be pub-
lished that year because of 
"student concentration on prepa-
rations for the armed services." 
Apparently, the only edition of 
the Record had been published 
the year before as a replace-
ment for The Ranger which 
presumably had ceased publi-
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college and the world demanded 
it. 
The Beginning Years 
The years between 
1919 and 1944 were the "for-
mative years" of the paper. It 
was during this time that the 
layout of the paper was ce-
mented, allowing for small 
changes to be made from year 
to year, editor to editor. The 
basic content of the paper was 
such that news of former stu-
dents was interspersed with 
current college news. Within 
the six pages there was a sports 
page, satirical sketches, and 
poems. 
Advertising included 
both local and national busi-
nesses. By 1928, one recurring 
local ad offered "special stu-
dent lunches" at The Comer 
Store at 4~94 Lowell Blvd. 
Today, it is known as Hamlin •'s 
Cafe. The most frequent, and 
presumably largest, advertiser 
was for Chesterfield Cigarettes 
which placed half-page ads on 
the back page of every issue 
from the early 1920s untill943. 
During the 1929-1930 school 
year, the "Frown and Scold" 
rea~~ared in each issue on the 
bottom half of page three. It 
resurfaced again on page 2, Sept 
29, 1938 with the words: 
'Ths is the 'Frown and 
Scold.' Itisanewspaperwithin 
a newspaper. It is the only 
paper in the world that does not 
headline Hitler." 
It's frrst entry allows 
for insight to what must have 
been increasingly growing ten-
sion at a high school and col-
lege for all boys that had been 
raised in the shadow of the Lost 
Generation: 
"We'd hate to dine 
with Myrna Loy, 
She makes us total 
wr~cks. 
1943 
We'd rather dine with 
Hitler; 
He'd always grab the 
Czechs." 
cation for similar reasons. 
On June 24, 1944 the 
Brown:aud Gold ~\\.mmer \t,~­
porter was issued in response 
to the new program to com-
plete a degree in three years' 
time. The more rapid program 
studies was created in response 
to the U.S. government touting 
such programs as one way col-
lege students could make a 
maximum contribution to the 
war effort. 
Perbaps the most note· 
worthy transformation occurred 
in 1944. After being published 
as a newspaper from 1921 to 
1944, on April 20, 1944 the 
Brown and Gold became a 
bimonthly alumni magazine 
charging a subscription rate of 
one dollar per year. The mag a-
zine defined its pwpose on page 
twoofthe 16-pagepublication. 
If current plans do not 
change, the option to retain the 
current name will be on the 
ballot, as will the option to re-
name it The Highlander. There 
will also be some sort of write-
in section for students to sug-
gest alternatives. The final 
decision will be made by the 
staff of the newspaper. 
"To me, the bottom 
Untill928 the Brown 
and Gold was a six-page monthly 
publication. On Jan. 15, it 
became a four-page biweekly, 
A little over one yeai 
later, in Jan. 1939, in a front 
page article, the Brown and 
Gold protested Time's choice 
of Hitler as Man of the Year. 
Increasing references to the 
world situation in the paper 
became more and more evident 
throughout the late 1930s and 
the early 1940s.The Turbulent 
1940s 
"The real purpose of 
the paper is to act as a news 
bulletin for over 500 Regis 
College alumni in the armed 
forces of the United States. · · 
.News of both present and past 
faculty members will appear. 
as well as information on re-
cent events about the campus 
and concerning the college. · · 
.Our attention will be concen-
tratedmainlyonCatholicinter-
ests, and national and interna-
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Is this the end of the B&G? 
tional affairs which directly or 
i ndirectly concern the students." 
The magazine was 
published only for a short time. 
The last issue was on Dec. 14, 
1945 . Everyone ofthe fivehad 
anywhere from one-fourth to 
one-half of their pages filled 
with death notices, injury re-
ports, and honors won by Regis 
alumni. 
Postwar Years 
By 1946, the college 
(and the Brown and Gold along 
with it) began a period of ad-
justment, re-structuring, and 
growth that would characterize 
the next decade. 
The Brown and Gold 
reverted back to its previous 
format of a biweekly newspa-
per, although the staff did scale 
it back down to six pages. At 
some point in the late 1940s, 
though, they added a quarterly 
two-page "Literary Supple-
ment." This allowed the staff 
to print only news, editorials, 
and reviews only in the paper 
itself. The "Literary Supple-
ment" included poems, essays, 
and, occasionally, fiction writ-
ten by the students. 
1950s 
During the-l9SOs the 
appearance of the Brown and 
Gold did not change much. 
However, two exciting "firsts" 
did happen to the paper. In 
both instances, the B&G went 
international. 
The first instance is 
mentioned in the Jan. 20, 1956 
issue on page five. It seems 
that the Brown and Gold WaS 
sent to a Jesuit high school in 
Yokosuka, Japan to celebrate 
the 400 anniversary of the death 
of St. Ignatius of Loyola. It 
was put on display there with 
copies of other student news-
papers published at Jesuit insti-
tutions world-wide. 
1bree years later, the 
Brown and Gold had its flfSt 
foreign correspondent Bill 
Belford, a staff reporter, went 
on a tour of Europe during the 
summer of 1959. Upon return-
ing, he wrote articles describ-
ing his thoughts and observa-
tions as he visited various coun-
tries. Billed$ the "B&G Roving 
Reporter," he primarily focused 
on Germany and Italy: 
"I [Belford] have cho-
sen Germany because of its 
present history, its present po-
litical situation, and its impor-
tanceas the 'determiner' ofthe 
future of civilization; Italy, 
because of its ancient history, 
its past and present significance 
as the center of Catholicism, 
and its displays of the greatest 
art in the world." 
1960s 
The paper got on pretty 
much as usual for the next three 
years. And then: 
"When [Tom Metz, 
hold the presses for lack of 
material turned in. Some four 
days, the proof sheets of the 
B&G were sent in and from all 
1965 
Regis College Student Newspaper 
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then-editor] returned to school 
last fall, he was asked to edit a 
magazine rather than a news-
paper," chronicles an article of 
the March 1962 Brown and 
Gold Review. "The new pub-
lication, he was told, would 
combine the best of the old 
Brown and Gold newspaper 
and the Literary Club's quar-
terly." 
By the end of that 
school year the new Review 
. had run into a major difficulty. 
In a letter from the editor in 
Sept. 1962, Ralph St. Louis 
informed the Regis community 
that there had not been a May 
edition of the monthly maga-
zine because they had run out 
of money. To prevent the prob-
lem from being repeated, the 
magazine would no longer have 
outward appearances there 
would be something which only 
a vivid imagination could dare 
call a 'newspaper.' . . . we were 
approximately 3000 words short 
of assigned material; those ar-
ticles turned in were, for the 
most part, products of high 
school intellects and five min-
utes work. The sum of these 
two qualities placed the paper 
right where it belonged-- in the 
circular floor file." 
Later in the same let-
ter, the editor vowed that the 
Brown and Gold would cease 
to be a "passive" newspaper. 
The following decade saw the 
paper fulfill his promise-- per-
haps more than he intended. 
Activism 
1975 
aegla .ollege .tudent ••wapaper 
Volume 57 Number 12 Denver. Colorado Wednesday, March 26, 1975 
a two-color cover and could 
not continue to run more than 
16 pages. He also vowed to 
limit the number of pictures. 
The magazine lasted 
only another year more. On 
April 8, 1964 the publication 
once again switched back to 
the newspaper format. The 
reasoning behind the change 
was that the " ... magazine didn't 
mingle enough with the com-
mon student." 
I>eceEnberofthatyear 
saw the launching of the Brown 
and Gold Journal magazine, 
the ftrst Regis publication de-
voted solely to student litera-
ture and art-work. Since then, 
a literary supplement has had 
· little, if any ties, to the Brown 
and Gold, devoted solely to 
news. 
However, just because 
the newspaper was back, did 
not EneaD it experienced smooth 
sailing from there on out. The 
problem, apparently, was inter-
nal as a letter from the editor 
explaining the absence of an 
Oct. issue showed in the Nov. 
4, 1964 edition: 
"When the fmal dead-
line hour arrived, it was de-
cided that we would have to 
From the mid-1960s 
to the 1970s, increasing num-
bers of articles were about the 
national and international scene. 
The number of editorials rose. 
Stories were done on the drug 
culture, the introduction of 
women to the campus. There 
was usually anywhere from a 
half a page to a full page of 
letters to the editor, most of 
them criticizing social issues, 
the campus, or the paper itself. 
By the 1970s most of 
the letters to the editor were 
criticisms of the paper and its 
staff for being too outspoken. 
Within a few years' time, the 
tone of the paper considerably 
lessened in intensity. · 
Since Then •.• 
The flfSt Ranger Day 
edition of the paper was printed 
in April1967. Not since 1943 
had a mock paper appeared. It 
eventually turned into the April 
Fools Day edition of the paper 
which is the now-traditional first 
edition that the new staff pub-
lishes. 
For a brief period from 
1982 to 1984, the eight-page 
paper was published weekly. 
In Sept. 1986 it became a 12-
page paper. 
During the end of the 
1980s and the beginning of the 
1990s, the most notable change 
on the paper has been the con-
version to a computerized lay-
out process. 
Special Editions 
Throughout the history 
of the paper, there have been 
several special editions. 
The ftrst special edi-
tion was also the ftrst color 
edition of the paper done in 
1930, according to a Jan. 15, 
1950 article. The 1950 article 
reported that for St. Patrick's 
Day of 1930, the staff produced 
a paper in which the both the 
print and pictures were green. 
The next special edi-
tion of the paper was done in 
1943. It commemorated the 25 
anniversary of the Brown and 
Gold. The staff contacted all 
of the previous editors to dis-
cover what they had gone on to 
do with their lives. 
In Sept. 1968, the 
Special Coeducation Edition 
was released to mark the ftrst 
year women were admitted to 
the college. . 
The 1981, a Collec-
tor's ~dition of the B r o wn a nd 
Gold commemorated 62 years 
of the newspaper. Actually, 
the 1981 staff seemed to be-
lieve that the Brown and Gold 
began as an annual publication 
in 1919 and not as a newspaper 
untill921. Since they believed 
that those dates were correct, 
the 1981 staff believed it was 
commemorating 60 years of the 
paper. 
However, as the current Brown 
and Gold staff has copies of the 
newspaper in its ftles, there is 
proof that it was not an annual 
publication at that time. 
In spite of this discrep-
ancy, the remarks that the then-
·editor, Jerry Rouse, made on 
the cover of that issue, still hold 
true: 
"The Brown and Gold 
has always been more than just 
a newspaper. They understood 
this in the turbulent year of 
1919 when it began . . .. The 
Brown and Gold is a reporter 
of the ages. By covering sto-
ries it is a chronicler of events. 
Since it is written by students it 
assumes their personality and 
the personality of their times. 
Because it is for the students it 
must be independent. This is 
not the history of a college but 
the history of the Regis College 
Student Body through its news-
paper." 
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On Campus 
Lately 
Kevin 0' Shea, been 
waylaid by any renegade 
sprinklers lately? 
O'Connell Summer 
Students, anything exciting 
happen this summer? (Hint: " 
.and Moses thought he s::.w 
the burning bush!") 
Fr. Guyer, could 
you tell us what the "Rudy 
Kazooti" is? Ask Jim Bell 
what happened the first day 
he met "Rudy." 
John Green, just 
what did that juniper behind 
the Student Center do to you? 
Tom Newton's 
boring summer included short 
hops over to Singapore, Hong 
Kong, and Japan. What a 
way to get re-Oriented for 
school! 
So, Corey 
Flanagan, what exactly is a 
"returning" freshman? 
Fr. Kevin Burke, 
step too close to a lawn 
mower? 
Among the summer 
"lifers" at Regis were Jason 
Tillery, Darron Greer, 
Giovanna Richmond, Lisa 
Graves, and the ever present 
Security Officers. 
Tina Closken, ever 
find your research chemicals 
and what about your promise? 
Chuck Steigerwalt, 
how's your ant? 
As Pam Espinoza 
says: "When was the last time 
you went to Fall Frolic for ten 
bucks?" 
Jim Tuka and 
Lenny Carruthers, don't 
forget to take your rubber 
duckies to chemistry lab. 
Jim Wand 
Strikes Again! 
Sister Ann Goggin, 
what a mean sax you play! 
Elvis Presley was 
again reincarnated as Dr. 
Tom Reynolds at the 
Orientation banquet. 
Aurora Simetal was 
one of Jim Wand's most 
enthusiastic volunteers. 
Jackie Kennedy and 
Zachary Stern made a 
terrific Tarzan and Jane. 
APARTMENf 
Basement of home, I mile 
from Regis, 
Private entrance & side yard. 
Rent negotiable. 433-7891. 
ebuilt vacuums-$35 & up 
oover, Eureka, Kirby, etc 
1 with a 1 year warranty 
all anytime--233-5007 
Fallacies of An Undergrad 
by Del Stark 
Intercom Madness 
Have you ever really paid attention to what is said over 
the intercom system at your local K-Mart store. Do you really 
even care about what is said over the intercom system at your 
local K-Mart store? I doubt you do. 
I happen to be employed in the sporting goods/automo-
tive department at your local K-Mart store (the one on 50th and 
Federal). I am going to narrate for you what typical intercom 
chatter sounds like on a normal day. Think of this as a journey or 
a magical flight through the K-MART INfERCOM ZONE. 
(Anything in parentheses () should be considered as subliminal 
messages only to be heard subconsciously by intercom listeners.) 
Take head and cover your ears. 
"K-ten, you have a code ten at register ten ... (don' t 
steal) ... Automotive you have a call on line 2 ... Hi, this is Dusty 
Lens Cap, your K-Mart (trash out the store so the employees can 
pick up after you) Photo Center expert inviting to take (Walmart 
sucks) this time to get that film developed (buy, buy, buy) that's 
burning a hole in your purse .. .Sporting goods you have a call on 
line 3 ... K-twenty, you have a Bland a Ml in footwear ... Hi, this 
is Will Start, your K-Mart (sale in apparel, sale in apparel) battery 
expert .... Automotive, you have a code ten at the service 
desk ... Sboppers (spend, spend, spend) I would like to remind of 
the blue light flashing in ladies apparel...If (Target sucks) you 
shop at K-Mart, you won't get the bill...Men's wear we need a 
price check atregisterfive ... K-Martloveskids and parents too, so 
what a better time to (eat at the deli, you're hungry) stock up on 
school supplies ... Sporting goods to the midway ... Employee 
347643289 dial17 ... (blow your entire paycbeck) ... Automotive to 
receiving for warehouse ..... WELCOME TO THE K-MART INTER-
COM ZONE ... " 
AAAARRRGGGHHH!!!!! If any of you are ever in the 
area of 50th and Federal, and have the uncontrollable urge to stop 
in at K Mart and say bey, feel free to do so, but don't say I never 
warned you about the K-MART INfERCOM ZONE. May all of 
you wh_o dare enter, forever rest in eterna! ~ce ~d qui~t. May 
your ears be saved and donated-to science: · - ""' 
From the Heart 
by Nick Jackson 
It's better safe than sorry? 
"Why do it?" 
These past two weeks have been unbelievable tornados 
of activity. Even though I've been paying rent on an aparunent 
since July 15, I have yet to unpack my final suitcase and put my 
clothes away. 
I got my bed this Saturday. I get my desk this next 
weekend. 
Why has it taken so long to move in? Why is one of my 
suitcases still packed with clothes? Why does my roommate 
wonder if I'm even still alive? Why? 
There is one simple explanation: I want the most out of 
life. 
During this past week and a half, I travelled to Baltimore 
for the annual Circle K International convention. While there I 
spent a significant amount of time meeting new people, answ~r­
i~g b~d question~ about a fantastic service organization, skip-
pm~ tnps to Washmgton, D.C. in order to attend board meetings 
( whtch one would you choose?), and becoming close friends with 
a nice herd of butterflies flying around inside my gut. What was 
I doing? I was campaigning for the position of Trustee of Circle 
K International. This position requires extensive hours of phone 
calls, a post office in postcards, the sleeping habits of Las Vegas, 
and the commitment of a Grateful Dead fan. 
It is rather stressful to say the least. Disregarding the 
downsides of the position, however, I spent the summer preparing 
to win that position. I sent 76 surveys and 30 postcards. I attended 
numerous Kiwanis meetings. I made a lot of phone calls. 
Guess what. I lost. 
All those hours went down the drain. 
All those 1,000 brochures went down the drain. 
I skipped a trip to Washington, D.C. in order to attend a 
board meeting. 
You know what'? I'm 'gli\d l d\d '1: • ( 
I'm glad I took the risk to give it my all despite the 
possibility of failure. 
Why? Because the chances of failure are almost nil. 
. I lost the election, but gained at least fifty addresses of 
potential new friends. I didn't get enough votes, but I was forced 
to voice my honest opinions to over four-hundred people and 
~uess what? A few people listened and agreed with me. More 
llllportantly, I was able to agree with myself a few times. I won't 
be able to travel around the country meeting hundreds of new 
people, but I will be able to get to kriow afew people a lot better. 
I~ not an International Trustee, but I am a believer in myself as 
a Crrcle K m_ember, ~newspaper editor, and a unique person. 
Bestdes, I still went to Washington, D.C. 
And I plan to unpack my suitcase tomorrow. 
And my bed is very comfortable. 
And I still want the most out of life. 
The Scheme of Things 
by Kate Skarbek 
It's that time of year when the school starts to swarm 
Even though it's still very warm .... 
Yes, folks, you guessed it. For all practical intents and 
purposes, 
Summer 
Is 
Over! 
Yikes. 
. Whata[collegiate-time] summeritbasbeen. Started out 
With all the promise of the Middle East Peace Talks. Say, what-
ever happened to them? Is the Middle East now considered to be 
completely at peace? 
Must be. Haven't heard anything about it in the news 
recently. 
I'm also happy that the Kurdish refugees are now offi-
cially Happy Campers. Nope. No more trouble for them, I'm 
certain. Haven't beard anything much about them in the news. 
And . . . you ~ow what they say: No news is good news. 
Thts was also the summer of the final quiet dropping of 
the Exxon Valdez disaster from the news. Ob, sure we'll be r~minded of it again at its fifth year anniversary but, ~ell, gosh, 
~mce the clean-up ended the story must have ended. It's not like 
tt' s continuing to kill wildlife or anything. 
I do believe I might be considered to be media-bashing. 
(Gasp!) 
I'm not though. Nope. After all, if that wasn't the type 
of news coverage we wanted, we probably wouldn't get it for 
long. 
Wonder bow long we will continue to get "in-depth" 
coverage of the Soviet Union? 
P.S. To all new students: Welcome to Regis! 
To all returning students: Welcome back! 
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Hoinily concludes lgnation year 
by Del Stark 
Assistant Editor 
Superior General of a new an 
innovative religious order called 
the Society of Jesus; the Jesu-
its. Fr. Callahan said, "What 
happened was that Ignatius 
Loyola fell in love." 
vites Regis to follow the vision 
of St. Ignatius Loyola. "Per-
haps, as the two disciples did, 
and as Ignatius did, we can 
follow Jesus along that Jordan 
path, labor with God and with 
other free human beings to bring 
about a new creation, and see 
God' s loving action in every-
thing. Itisastrangeandmyste-
rious path to walk, to be where 
Jesus dwells. But oh, the won-
ders we will see." 
News Briefs 
Over the Summer .•• 
Students Tim 
ChlSkin and Brian 
Johnson received summer 
research positions in the 
University of Colorado 
Cancer Center Summer 
Internship Program. In 
addition, Luz Marie 
Jimenez and Hung Pham 
attended an eight-week 
summer program at the 
University of Colorado 
Health Sciences Center. 
The purpose of the program, 
which only accepts fifteen 
students, is to encourage 
minority students to attend 
graduate school. 
Drs. Deborah 
Blake, Deborah 
Gaensbauer, and Eleanor 
Swanson were awarded 
$2500 research grants upon 
the recommendation of the 
Committee on Teaching, 
Scholarship and Service 
(TSSC). 
The 450 year anniver-
sary of the founding of the 
Society of Jesus, as well as the 
500 year anniversary of the birth 
of St. Ignatius Loyola. have 
both been celebrated this cal-
endar year. July 31, 1991 marked 
the conclusion of the Ignation 
year with the feast of Ignatius 
Loyola. Fr. John Callahan, 
newlyinstatedrectoroftheJes-
uit Community, delivered a ser-
mon during the feast; "The 
wonders we see: The Ignation 
Vision at Regis University." 
Fr. Callahan's sermon 
described how John and An-
drew, disciples and followers 
of John the Baptizer, followed 
Jesus along the narrow path 
along the Jordan and came to 
the place were He dwelled. "'The 
disciples later noted the time 
they began their journey - the 
tenth hour. It was this hour that 
changed their lives, the hour 
they fell in love", said Fr. Cal-
lahan. 
Fr. Callahan contin-
ued, saying, "Ignatius fell in 
love with Jesus Christ 'who came 
to serve.' He turned away from 
his self-centered desires and de-
termined that he would 'en todo 
amar y servir' (in everything, 
love and serve)." 
"Ignatius fell in love 
with God's creation as he saw 
God's loving action in every-
thing and laboring for human 
beings in the beauties of the 
universe, in the events of life , 
and in the best desires of the 
human heart Ignatius' response 
was to love God in return", said 
Fr. Callahan. 
Interaction with Regis reaps major 
rewards for Teikyo Loretto Heights 
by Jennifer Ross 
Staff Reporter 
Being afflliated with 
an established institution such 
as Regis has also proven bene-
ficial. 
"Another reason we are 
unique is our relationship with 
Regis. We are able to draw on 
the one hundred [plus] years of 
experience, which has helped 
us, " said Murray. "The fact 
that they have such high aca-
demic standards reflects on us 
the campus, a multi-day, cul-
tural training seminar is held. 
In other developments, 
Teikyo is offering a free room 
to any full-time college student 
in order to provide more inter-
action with American students,. 
The school found that when 
students lived on Regis' cam-
pus last semester, their English 
improved immensely. 
Fr. Callahan believes 
that St Ignatius Loyola was 
like the two disciples, John and 
Andrew, who fell in love with 
Jesus. In 1540 St. Ignatius, 
known at the time as Inigo Lopez 
de Loyola. studied for ten years 
at the University of Paris and 
gathered a group of compan-
ions to travel to Rome. Still in 
1540, Ignatius became the first 
Ignatius' love sought 
to know the world, reached out 
in service to others, was crea-
tive, led him to work within a 
community, and, in everything, 
loved and served. As a Jesuit 
University, we at Regis are 
successors to that same vision 
of Ignatius Loyola. Fr. Cal-
lahan said, "Like Ignatius we 
are learners with the universe, 
we serve, we are constantly 
creating, we work in commu-
nity, and in everything, we love 
and serve." 
It was Apri11990 when 
Loretto Heights re-opened its 
doors as Teikyo Loretto Heights 
University (TLHU). In affili-
ation with Regis University, the 
Denver campus became the 
second of five established by 
Teikyo University in the United 
States in order to offer an inter-
national education for its stu-
dents. and gives us something to draw 
on." 
"We looked at it [the 
interaction] as being mutually 
beneficial. Not only did these 
students get free rooms but our 
students had the opportunity to 
really learn from Americans," 
said Murray. "That's one area 
we are lacking in not having 
American students on campus; 
hopefully this semester we will 
be able to change that." With the close of the 
Ignation year Fr. Callahan in;· 
You are cordially invited 
to attend the first meeting of 
the Brown and Gold 
newspaper! 
£l 
If you are interested in writing, taking pictures, 
helping with the computerized layout, etc., 
please make it a point to attend our meeting 
tonight, Thurs. Aug. 29, at 6:30p.m. 
on the 2nd floor lobby of the 
Student Center. 
WANTED 
The young institution 
has an approximate 450 stu-
dents enrolled this semester and 
is boasting its first sophomore 
class. Unlike other Teikyo 
campuses that were operating 
with students when purchased, 
the Loretto campus was defunct 
,and empty before being bought 
· As Lisa Murray, 
Manager of Public Relations 
explained, "Basically, what they 
had gotten when they purchased 
this campus was an empty build-
in g." 
That meant the school 
had to start from scratch. As a 
result, they learned as they went 
along. 1LHU found out, how-
ever, that this practice worked 
to their advantage, especially 
when it came to the curriculum 
which now includes three pro-
grams: business, intercultural, 
and a new Japanese studies 
course open to non-TLHU stu-
dents. 
"We are able to com-
pletely tailor our programs to 
international students. There-
fore, we are not restricted by 
any guidelines," said Murray. 
BARTENDERS & BAR MANAGER 
FOR THE RANGER STATION 
MUST BE 21 
Good pay, good entertainment, good people 
Pick up applications immediately 
From Campus Life or call458-3505. 
In addition to the nor-
mal problems associated with 
beginning a new university, the 
young institution became em-
broiled in a much publicized 
racial incident that occurred last 
year. As a result, TLHU em-
phasized personal safety dur-
ing its orientation. 
" .. . The big 'issue for 
this past year has been to edu-
cate \hem (the students) about 
personal safety as a result of the 
October 1990 incident, " said 
James Birge, Director of Stu-
dent Services. "To do this, we 
inserted a program on personal 
safety that was conducted by 
the security office here." 
In addition to personal 
safety, students in orientation 
learn more about the new envi-
ronment they are about to study 
in. They receive booklets and 
brochures before they arrive at 
the school. Once they arrive on 
The school has made 
a lot of progress since its debut. 
The Japanese studies program 
nas"bee:n added, a student gov-
ernment has· been established, 
and a student newspaper is in 
the works. As Murray explains, 
she feels that Teikyo has a bright 
future and that ·goals are being 
accomplished. 
" .. .If you have a goal 
and if you don't change and be 
flexible as you grow, the goal 
may not be relevant anymore. 
As a result, we are learning 
from our experiences and shap-
ing our programs to fit them," 
said Murray. 
HAVE SOME TIME BEFORE CLASS? 
NEED SOME FUN AFTER LECTURES? 
Then come and check out ... 
THE DAYS CLUB 
1:::::::1:::::::1:::::::1:::::::1:::::::, 
Catch up on your favorite soaps 
with a big screen TV. 
Hang out and relax with your friends! 
Be a part of the fun!! 
lJ 
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Sports ____________________________________________ _ 
Upcoming Home Matches 
Men's soccer team starts 
season with depth and talent 
by Del Stark 
Assistant Editor 
olleyball 
f\elrlteJmber 4 Colorado Christian 
Head Men's Soccer 
Coach Dave Dir is confident 
that his team has a chance at 
taking the conference this year 
and making it to the Nationals. 
Coach Dir said, "We have forty 
players out this season and they 
are all very talented." 
University 7:00PM 
en's Soccer Eight starters from last year's squad will be returning 
to play for the Rangers and 16 
new faces, freshman and trans-
fers, will be battling for spots 
on the first team. Coach Dir 
expects that the second team 
will be as tough as many other 
school's first team squads. 
Coach Dir expressed, "We have 
a lot of depth this season and 
have no injuries." 
California State Poly 
University- Pomona 
2:00pm 
omen's Soccer 
8 University of Northern 
Returning this season 
for the Rangers and playing 
exceptional, says Coach Dir, 
are senior Jon DeSefano, sen-
ior Derek Teter, and junior Greg 
Stofac. Stew Chandler and Pat 
Murray are transfers joining the 
team this season. Senior Goalie 
Mark Forbes will be contested 
by All-State goalie Ken Bethey 
~ 
Colorado 4:00pm 
California State Poly 
University- Pomona 
4:30pm 
HIICQUETUI\LL 
INIJOOH VOLLEYHIILL 
WELCOME IJIICK I'OLLEYHJILL 
GOLF TOUHNJI!IENT 
111\~KI!TBIILL 
TIP- OFF CLJIS:OIC 
SIGN UPS Aut;. 28lh- Sepl. Glh 
LEAGUE HEGINS Sept. 11th 
LEAGUE ENDS Nov. ~th 
SIGN UPS Aut•· 28lh- Scpl . 6lh 
LEAGUE HEGINS Scpl. lOth 
LEAGUE ENDS Oct. 25l h 
SIGN UPS Au~;. 28lh- Sept. Gth 
LEJIGUE HEGINS ::;cpt . Dth 
LEJIGUE ENDS Oct. 18th 
SIGN UPS Oct . 2h;t- Oct. 25th 
LEAGUE BEGINS Oct. 2Hth 
LEAGUE ENDS Nov. 2!) Lh 
SIGN UPS Oct. 2bl- Oct. 25th 
LEAGUE HEGINS Oct. 2Hth 
LEAGUE ENDS Dec. Gth 
'!'OIJilNIIMENTS 
SIGN UPS 
TOIJilNMI!lNT 
1\ug. 28th~ Sept . 2nd 
Sept . 3rd- Sept. 6th 
SIGN UPS Sept. 16th- Sept. 20th 
TOUHNIIHENT Sept. 21st 
SIGN UPS Nov. 25th- Nov. 27th 
TOU/lNI\l1ENT Dec. 2nd- Dec. 6th 
IN'I'Iti\!IUHJIL IIC'I'TVITTES llllE T!li\DITIONIILLY II GllEII'l' \YIIY TO MEET 
I'I·:OPLC:. WI! STHONGL.Y ENCOUHIIGE FltESI!liEN TO PI\HTICil'IITE . 
FOI: ~10HE INFOH!·IJITION CIILL TilE STUDENT CllNTEH liT 458- 3505. 
for the starting position. 
New NCAA rules have 
restricted athletic practices to 
start only a week before school 
does. This has forced the men's 
soccer team to hold three-a-
day practices last week trying 
to make up lost time. The new 
rules also forbid schools to 
scrimmage against one another. 
Coach Dir said, "We have had 
to do a lot of intra-squad scrim-
maging for the preseason." 
This year the Rangers 
are scheduled to play five Divi-
sion I teams and six Division II 
that were ranked in last year's 
top 10. On September 7 the 
Rangers will be pitted against 
the University of Missouri-
Kansas City who were ranked 
number two last year. On Sep-
tember 8 the Rangers will face 
Nr.·rth'"'~• Missouri State Uni-
versity. 'These ftrSt two games," 
said Coach Dir, "Will be tough 
and will help show us where we 
are for the season. I believe we 
will be one of stronger teams in 
the NCAA." 
As for their home 
opener on September 12 against 
California State Poly Univer-
sity, Coach Dir says it will prove 
to be a close match and excit-
ing for the home crowd. Last 
Year Regis and CSPU tied 1-1. 
The rest of the season will be 
tough as well, says Dir, as Den-
ver University, Metropolitan 
State College, and Colorado 
Christian University are always 
strong conference rivals. DU 
will be strengthened this year 
as Dave Clement, coach of the 
late Denver Avalanche indoor 
soccer team, will take the head 
coaching position. 
NCAA Rules: Preseason scrimmaging is now 
banned. The Men's Soccer team uses intrasquad 
scrimmages to facilitate this ruling. File Photo. 
omen's soccer team to 
ace competitive schedule 
This being the third 
for the women's soccer 
Head Coach Roland Stork 
"everyone is very excited 
up-beat for the season opener 
September 8 against Uni-
ofNorthem Colorado." 
• ..., .. ,p,.,.,nrlP. is healthy and no key 
lnPr~n.nnPI have been injured. 
This will be the first 
for the Rangers to beat 
says Sturk, as they gradu-
a lot of seniors last year. 
game will be a challenge 
Regis' women since a lot of 
practice time has been 
to new NCAA rules. 
for the women's team. 
Among the core of 
P'"'•u•u•us players are juniors 
Varney, Christie Stick-
Debbie Dreiling and so-
pn,)m<>res Sonia Hernandez and 
Ryan. Recruiting went 
well this year says Coach 
as Candice Norwood from 
..., ... " .. e·•vu and Jennifer Mur-
from Texas will be joining 
team. 
Season goals for the 
team says Coach Stork are to 
play game to game and im-
prove on each game perform-
ance. Coach Stork is optimis-
tic that this will be the best 
season for the Rangers. "It will 
be a competitive season", said 
Coach Stork. 
The women hope to 
do well in the classroom, as 
well as on the field this season. 
"The team has been doing very 
well in the classroom," said 
Coach Stork, "As they main-
tained a team GPA average 
above 3.2 last year." 
In October the Rang-
ers will play Sonoma State 
University who were last year's 
National Champions. Tulsa 
University; Texas Christian 
University; and the University 
of Califoria- Urvine, are other 
teams the Rangers will have to 
tangle with during the season. 
Metropolitan State College and 
Denver University are teams 
Coach Stork would like to see 
his team defeat. 
1 
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Volleyball team ranked 
eighth in preseason poll 
by Del Stark 
Assistant Editor 
With the start of the 
1991 season just around the 
comer, the women's volleyball 
team has been ranked eighth in 
the American Volleyball 
Coaches Association NCAA Di-
vision II Pre-Season Volley-
ball Poll. 
The Rangers will have 
five seniors on this years squad 
and they are very excited for 
the season to begin. "I think 
they want to go out with a 
bang", said head Volleyball 
Coach Frank Lavrisha. 
Senior hene Arguelles 
will be labeled the team quar-
terback as she is enters the 1991 
seasonasRegis' all-time leader 
in assists and serving aces. 
Coach Lavrisha said, "Irene is 
really filling the leadership role 
as we approach the beginning 
of the season. I feel she has the 
ability to lead this team to a 
higher level." 
Senior Anna Suarez, 
who tallied 454 kills last year, 
and junior Linda Kasel, who 
earned Second Team All-Con-
ference honors in 1990 are play-
ing well and with great inten-
sity says Coach Lavrisha. 
Response in practice has been 
great and the freshman players 
will all be called upon to con-
tribute during the season. 
The Rangers will start 
the season with their home 
opener on Wednesday, Septem-
ber 4 against Colorado Chris-
tian University. Coach Lavrisba 
believes that the Rangers can 
defeat CCU since they finished 
last in league standings last year, 
but Lavrisha says that it will 
prove to be an exciting match. 
On Friday September 
6 and Saturday 7 the Rangers 
will be on the road at a four 
game tournament in St. Louis, 
Missouri playing Austan Uni-
versity from South Dakota, St. 
Joseph University from Indi-
ana, Wayne State University 
from Michigan, and the Uni-
versity of Missouri St. Louis. 
Coach Lavrisha says 
that this will be a competitive 
tournament. "It will be a good 
way to start the year and to get 
a few "W"'s and build confi-
dence", said Coach Lavrisha. 
Lavrisha coaches South 
to gold medal in Festival 
Frank Lavrisha, head 
volleyball coach at Regis Uni-
versity, captured the gold metal 
at the United States Olympic 
Festival in Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia as he coached his South 
Team to a 3-2 vietory over the 
West Team. 
Ranked Eighth: The National Preseason poll has 
ranked the Regis volleyball team among the top 
eight in the nation. File Photo. 
In the finals, Coach 
Lavrisha and his team spotted 
the West Team a 2-0 game lead 
and could not afford to lose 
again. The South Team rallied 
and came from behind to beat 
the West 5- 15, 13-15, 15-11, 
15-12, 15-8. Handing out the 
medals at the festival was Tony· 
Dow, Wally Cleaver from the 
Leave it to Beaver T.V. series. 
the festival were under23 years Coach Lavrisha will 
of age and were continuing be entering his sixth season at 
college students or recent col- Regis with a career record of 
legegraduates. Alloftheplay•' 144-57 (.716). Under the di-
en; participating in the festival rection of Lavrisha, the Rang-
were from Division I teams. ers ·have appeared in every 
Marin Gjaja, Princeton gradu- NCAA Division II "Elite Eight" 
ate; Michelle Jaworski, Penn- since its inception in 1988. 
sylvania State graduate; Mag- ;_ ___ .:.._ _____ ...1.. __________________ 1 
gie Philgence, Florida State 
graduate; and Chris Schaefer, 
Minnesota graduate were top 
name competitors in the festi-
val. 
Coach Lavrisha was 
quoted in Volleyball Monthly 
saying, "The increased age limit 
helped with the depth of the 
rosters. The benches went a lot 
further this year and the coaches 
were able to make some adjust-
ments. It made for better vol-
leyball, I think." 
All of the players at 
Coach Lavrisha was 
appointed to coach the South 
Team by the National Team 
Coaches for Volleyball. Coach 
Lavrisha said, "It was a fun 
experience to work with ath-
letes of this caliber in that type 
of situation." Coach Lavrisha 
admits that he would like to 
have olber opportunities to coach 
olympic caliber teams such as 
these, but adds that he is faith-
ful to Regis. "This was great 
exposure for the University", 
said Coach Lavrisha. 
( Sports shorts J 
--- --
Ranger baseball recap 
Over the summer the Regis Ranger baseball te~ fin-
ished second in the NCAA Post Seasonal Tournament.. Thts left 
the team one step away from the Collegiate World Senes. 
Stanley champs to play in Denver 
On September 18-20 the defending Stanley Cup cham-
. p ·ttsburgh Penguins, Team USA, and the Calgary Flames 
pton t . · · th "Challenge of 
will play in a round robin compeuuon m e . h Th 
Cham ions" series. McNichols Sports Arena wtll . ost urs-
da ' ~ath of Flames and Penguins at 7:35 pm. Ttckets range 
fr:ms $12-$22 and can be obtained by calling 303-220-1880. 
"1 • 
JOIN THE FUN!!! 
Be An Interntural Referee! 
$5 a game--paid weekly. 
$50 bonus if you attend all games. 
Plus an additional bonus if you are 
chosen to referee the playoffs. 
If you are interested, 
contact the Campus Life Office at 458-3505 
for an application. 
-... 
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The most reusable piece of plastic on campus. 
The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. 
Once you have one, you'll never need to apply for another. And its the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial 
direct. Whats more, if you get your Calling Card now, you'll get a free hour's worth of AT&T long distance calling.• D Of course, when you 
use your Calling Card you'll always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. D And when you get your 
Calling Card, you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students 
time and money. D So, as you see, theres only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card in todays college environment. Indispensable. 
Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4811. 
'Good for one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast. night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91. Offer limijed to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per 
student. Offer valid through June 30, 1992. 
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